
Dear Duncan, 

I am ILLUMINOUS green. I am writing for three 

reasons:  

1, I like all the snakes, frogs, and alien slime 

you have used me to colour in with for the past 

year. Keep up the good work!  

2, I am ILLUMINOUS green, not 

HALLOUMINOUS green. Please can you learn to 

say my name properly to stop the other 

crayons teasing me (I am not green CHEESE!). 

3, I heard that there is a new competitor 

(illuminous yellow) for who is the real colour of 

the sun. That means now three crayons are 

arguing, and we are all fed up. Please put a 

stop to it. 

Your illuminous friend, 

Illuminous green crayon   



Dear Duncan, 
 
I am illuminous yellow, and I am fed up of you 
using yellow and orange as the colour of the 
sun in your pictures.  

I am the REAL colour of the sun because I am 
sooooo much brighter than yellow and orange!! 

You only use me for highlighting boring text, 
why don’t you use me for colouring in once in a 
while? 

 
Your frustrated friend,  

 
Illuminous yellow crayon 

(the real colour of the sun if you would just 
give me a chance) 



Dear Hallouminous Illuminous green crayon, 

 

Thank you for your letter.  

I am glad that you liked my pictures of snakes, frogs 

and alien slime. I am planning on using you next week 

for my underwater sea monster drawing, I hope you 

like that one too. 

I am sorry I keep saying your name wrong, I will try 

to get it right from now on. It is hard to pronounce 

you know.  

Sorry for causing the arguments between yellow, 

orange, and illuminous yellow, I will try and put a stop 

to it. They are all good at being the real colour of the 

sun, it just depends how I am feeling and the time of 

year (as I have explained in my letter to illuminous 

yellow). 

 

Your human friend, 

Duncan  

     

     

 



Dear Illuminous yellow crayon, 

 

Thank you for your letter.  

I am sorry that you find highlighting text boring. I 

still want to use you because you are so good at it, but 

I will make sure that I also use you for colouring in as 

well. 

I will use you in the Summer when I’m colouring the 

sun on a very bright day. In the Spring, I’ll use yellow 

and, in the Autumn, I’ll use orange. In the Winter, I 

won’t include the sun in my pictures.  

I hope that this will stop you from arguing. 

 

Your human friend, 

Duncan  

 

  


